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Long Lake Tournament Results from- May 16th
What a difference, weather wise from the last few years. We’d come to expect high winds and really rough
water, but were greeted by calm, sunny conditions this year. It was nice to see a fantastic turnout with 53
people fishing. You never know what to expect with the bite on Long Lake, and it seemed that the fishing
turned tough with the nice weather. There were several confirmed 24-25 inch fish caught during prefishing with at least two being released. They were nowhere to be found on Sunday, as there wasn’t one
boat that brought a limit to the scale. The team of Erich Carlson, Wayne VanDyke, and Rich Carlson took
top honors in this one with a four fish weight of 7.53 pounds and a first place check worth $772.00. They
were pulling crawler harnesses @ around .8 to 1.0 on ½ and 1 oz in-lines and bouncers on the north end of
the lake around the Cook Stove Reef area. Just like the rest of the boats, the bit was slow, but they were
able to pull four nice keepers. Second place went to Eric Kruczynski and Nick Gabara fishing the Round
Top area, and brought in two fish trolling with both cranks and bottom bouncers with spinners. One of
their fish happened to be a nice 3.89 pounder which helped give them a total weight of 4.79 helping them
edge out the third place team of Al Douglas, Don Harrison, and Larry Donojkowski who caught three fish
for a total weight of 4.13. They were fishing the south end of the lake running a variety of cranks in and
around the weeds. Great way to gut it out on a tough bite!

Hubbard Lake Tournament Results from – May 22nd
This turned into a dandy of a tournament, with one of the biggest turnouts in the history of the TBWC club
events, and well as the heaviest five fish tournament weight. Most boats reported going through between
20 to 50 and even 60 fish. Almost everyone weighed in a five fish limit, but it was the team of Jon
Kruttlin, Bryan Lapine, and Ed Hechlik who bested the field with a record breaking basket weighing 16.75
pounds including the biggest fish we’ve ever seen come out of Hubbard Lake in a tournament, a 30 inch
7.95 pound monster They were fishing the south end of the lake in 15-17 FOW pulling a various models
and colors of Reef Runners. (Take Note) Jon chose to release his basket of fish including another nice 22
plus incher, a very honorable decision as fish this size in Hubbard Lake are quite rare. Way to go! In
second place was the team of Don Mischley and Matt Mischley with a weight of 11.14 pounds. I apologize,
I didn’t get the information on where they were fishing. The third place team was Team Foghorn
comprised of, Romeo Bourdage, Greg Wiechowski, Dave Werda weighing in a five fish basket of 11.12
pounds. The dynamic trio fished on the West side of the lake and like almost everyone else, were running
various stick baits. Bites were reportedly hard to get before dark, but at 10:00 it was like someone flipped
the switch. There were many reports of guys only having one or two baits in the water at a time. It didn’t
seem to matter what people were using as long as it had hooks on it. Weeding through tons of short fish
definitely seemed to be part of the key to getting a limit of legal ones.
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Keeping all Keepers?
Here are a few thoughts on harvest vs. release of Walleyes.
We have many great fishermen in our club, and collectively we harvest an absolutely enormous amount of
Walleyes. I used to never even entertain the thought of releasing a keeper walleye. I still would venture to
say I keep the majority of the fish that I catch, the truth is that walleyes are hard to beat on the table, and
my family loves fish. I’m also fortunate enough, along with many other club members to be able to do a lot
of fishing in many different places. My point here is that it seems more ethical from a conservation
standpoint to be a bit more selective of the size of fish and where I’m harvesting them from. Some of our
smaller lakes have some great fishing especially at certain times of the year. I have personally been more
often making the choice to release fish, keeping more fish from the fisheries that are booming with higher
numbers, such as Thunder Bay, Saginaw Bay, and the St. Marys System, while releasing many of the larger
spawning size fish in lakes like Long, Grand, and even Hubbard. It’s not that I don’t keep fish out of these
lakes, I do, here’s an example. While pre-fishing the Long Lake tournament a couple weeks ago, we caught
and released a 24 ½ inch and a 25 incher, while keeping a couple smaller fish for the table. I know that Jon
Kruttlin regularly releases his catches especially the larger fish from Hubbard Lake, and putting back that
30 inch fish was a cool thing to do. I know there are many others who do the same. I’m not trying to
persuade anyone one to do something they don’t want to do, I’m just putting it out there as something for
members to think about and consider. It can make a difference in our fisheries, so if you don’t really need
them, consider releasing them. If you want to keep some for the table, by all means do so and enjoy the
resource.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
While we are talking fishing again let me remind you about the wealth of info on walleye fishing at the
Alpena County Library. There are mega Infishermen tapes, dvd’s and magazines the club purchased and
donated to the library on how, when and where to catch these elusive critters. Check it out, it may give you
new light on different tactics to improve your catch. Time on the water, using different methods, making
notes on time of the year, locations, weather conditions a few days prior to your fishing day etc. are
important.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
TBWC Web Sight
Search for Thunder Bay Walleye Club to get past tourney results, newsletters etc. as well as a blog to air
your views about whatever is on your mind.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Up Coming Events
Nite-Eyes -Thunder Bay- June 4th and 5th (7:00 P.M.- 2:00 A.M.) Register, launch and weigh in @
Boat Harbor. (Public Tournament)
Lincoln Lions – Harrisville, Sunday, June 13th- (Non Club Event) $100.00 entry per team with 100%
payback. (See the Attached Form) Lincoln Lions- One Day Walleye Tournament -Sunday
June 13th- 100% Payback $100 Entry per boat. Pay schedule based on boat entries. If you’re planning
on pre-fishing, you can also enter the daily or weekly big walleye part of the tournament for $25.00 a boat.
Fliers will be out soon. So far we have no contact person or phone number.
Thunder Bay – Sunday, June 20th (7:00 AM - 3:00 PM)
Mullet Lake – Sunday, June27th (7:00 AM - 3:00 PM)
Thunder Bay – Sunday, July 11th (6:00 AM - 2:00 PM) After the tourney Family Day Picnic. All Members & Family
at Mich-E-Ke-Wis Park. BYOB, something to grill , and there maybe some fresh walleye available.
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The club fishing schedule has 2 errors.
Dates are correct but the day for Hubbard Lake May 22nd should be Sat. not Sun.
and the day for DeTour Village Aug 22nd should be Sun. not Sat.
Change your club fishing schedule to reflect this. This will be repeated in the upcoming newsletters.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

August Tournament Reminder
Here’s a little reminder and a look ahead. The weekend of our Au Gres Tournament is also the Annual
Pirate Festival which means hotels will be filling up fast for the 30th and 31st of August. This comes from
experience last year. Many of our guys had a hard time finding lodging last year. Think ahead. Team
PBR passed on this information :
Harbor Inn (on US-23)
2 double beds are $89.99 plus tax per night
3 double beds are $99.99 plus tax per night
(Due to it being Pirate Festival Weekend a two night minimum is required.)
Amenities:
Fish cleaning station
2 freezers for fish
External plugs for boat batteries
Continental breakfast
Phone number: 989-876-8131 (Eric and Kim are the owners)

DeTour Tournament August
If you go to www.riverbendresort.com you can view an array of cabins to suites to cottages to houses for
rent for the Detour Tournament. Jim Leeseberg went up last weekend to check out the area for this tourney.
Make sure you tell them you are with the Thunder Bay Walleye Club and you will receive a 10% discount.
Do it now to make sure you are not left out.
The cabins are rustic....compare to the Soo area cabins if you stayed there.
Suites are modern and around $9.00 more per day. Daily rates are available. Phone: 906-297-2400
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TBWC Web Sight
Search for Thunder Bay Walleye Club to get past tourney results, newsletters etc. as well as a blog to air
your views about whatever is on your mind.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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MEMBERSHIPS
Last call for the 2010 memberships. Memberships are still $15.00 per year for a single membership and $25.00 for a family
membership. A family membership gives anyone living in your house all the advantages the club offers. Mail to TBWC, PO Box
812, Alpena, MI 49707, or see Denny Burns at this months meeting to keep current.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Dennis Julin Alpena
Boone Tanner Alpena

Justin Baker Lachine Brad Skiba Alpena

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, June 10, 2010 at 7:00 pm
• Besser Tech Room - Room 112 in the BTC
Meetings are the second Wednesday of every month
AGENDA:
¾ Old Business
¾ Recap of Long Lake & Hubbard
¾ New Business July -Thunder Bay tournament Fish Fry/Picnic
Update an current walleye in possession and proposed new limits
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